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Explanations of the WASHLET technology  
icons are found on the inside front cover.  
Details on the toilet technology icons are  
found on the back cover.



Our WASHLET®  
technologies
TOTO’s technologies are designed to 
protect the environment. At the same time, 
they enhance your personal well-being  
by making your everyday life easier.

ACTILIGHT
When combined with UV light, 
this zirconium coating has anti-
bacterial properties and breaks 
down waste

EWATER+
Electrolysed antibacterial water
that breaks down waste

PREMIST
Mist of water sprayed onto the 
ceramic before the toilet is used. 
Makes it more difficult for dirt 
and waste to accumulate

WARM WATER NOZZLE
Individually adjustable wand
system with self-cleaning  
function

HEATED SEAT 
Individually adjustable  
temperature

DEODORIZER
Filter system to absorb odours

DRYER
Warm jet of air

AUTO FUNCTIONS
Sensors automatically raise the  
lid and flush the toilet





Life-changing! 

This is how people
describe the experience of using

WASHLET® for the first time. 

Once they’ve encountered 
the soothing comfort of 
being cleansed with a

hygienic stream of water, 
using just toilet paper 

will never seem thorough
enough.



Technology and design
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PREMIST
Mist of water sprayed onto the ceramic 
before the toilet is used. Makes it more 
difficult for dirt and waste to accumulate.

EWATER+*
Depending on the WASHLET® model  
the toilet bowl and/or wand jet will be 
cleansed with electrolysed water after 
every use.

CEFIONTECT
The glaze is extremely smooth, durable 
and long-lasting.

TORNADO FLUSH
The circular motion makes this innovative 
flush spray-free, preventing germs and 
bacteria from spreading throughout the 
bathroom or onto the toilet seat.

Wand jet position
The wand jet extends at a 43° angle 
during cleansing. This careful positioning 
means faeces cannot come into contact 
with the wand jet during cleansing.

Wand jet material
The wand jet is made of a silicone-based 
material, which makes it difficult for dirt or 
waste to stick.

TOTO‘s unique WASHLET®

technologies and functions:

*Only selected WASHLET® models contain this feature.



Hidden jet above the rim
The fully covered chamber protects
the wand jet and dryer* from dirt and
contamination.

RIMLESS DESIGN
The rimless toilet bowl is standard on all-
TOTO toilets. There are no difficult to reach 
places for dirt and waste to accumulate.

Self-cleaning wand jet
The wand jet automatically cleans itself 
inside and out before and after each use.

Decalcification
It’s easy to descale each WASHLET®. Depen- 
ding on the model, this is possible using an 
automatic descaling programme, removable 
wand jet, or a combination of the two options.

DRYER*
Drying with a warm jet of air reduces  
the use of toilet paper.

WASHLET® attachment 
The wand jet extends above the ceramic  
toilet bowl. This helps to prevent faeces 
from coming into contact with the wand 
jet, and protects all technical components 
from any damage caused by clogging.

For more hygiene 
and comfort.

For more information and details about WASHLET® visit our 
website eu.toto.com/en/washlet.



WASHLET® RW

RW is the Prime Edition from TOTO. It of-
fers maximum hygiene and modern design 
at an outstanding price.

• Cleansing with EWATER+ for the wand 
and for the bowl after every use

• PREMIST: Water mist onto the ceramic 
makes it more difficult for dirt and 
waste to accumulate

• AUTO FUNCTIONS: Sensor-activated lid
• WARM WATER NOZZLE with individually 

adjustable wand system (water temperature, 
spray strength and position); continuous- 
flow water heater for unlimited cleansing

• HEATED SEAT with adjustable temperature
• DRYER with adjustable heat settings
• DEODORIZER: Air-cleaning filter
• Side night light
• Decalcification with decalcifying 

programme AND detachable nozzle
• Clean case: WASHLET® unit made of 

special silicone-based material
• Seamless toilet seat
• Two user profile settings
• Different energy saving functionalities  

to conserve electricity

Operate functions using 
supplied remote control

Compatible with:
RP toilet (only for
WASHLET®)

Also available as auto 
flush version. 
In combination with TOTO‘s 
frame system and push 
plate, this model also 
also includes an auto-
matic flush feature.



WASHLET® SW

The SW is the next Prime Edition model  
from TOTO, and offers the same features  
as the curved RW. The only difference  
between these two models is the design.

• Cleansing with EWATER+ for the wand 
and for the bowl after every use

• PREMIST: Water mist onto the ceramic 
makes it more difficult for dirt and 
waste to accumulate

• AUTO FUNCTIONS: Sensor-activated lid
• WARM WATER NOZZLE with individually 

adjustable wand system (water temperature, 
spray strength and position); continuous- 
flow water heater for unlimited cleansing

• HEATED SEAT with adjustable temperature
• DRYER with adjustable heat settings
• DEODORIZER: Air-cleaning filter
• Side night light
• Decalcification with decalcifying 

programme AND detachable nozzle
• Clean case: WASHLET® unit made of 

special silicone-based material
• Seamless toilet seat
• Two user profile settings
• Different energy saving functionalities  

to conserve electricity

Operate functions using 
supplied remote control

Compatible with:
SP toilet (only for
WASHLET®)

Also available as auto 
flush version. 
In combination with TOTO‘s 
frame system and push 
plate, this model also 
also includes an auto-
matic flush feature.



WASHLET® RX EWATER+

The RX EWATER+ combines elegant design in 
a sleek style with the high hygiene standards 
of TOTO:

• EWATER+ cleansing for the wand after 
every use

• PREMIST: Water mist onto the ceramic 
makes it more difficult for dirt and 
waste to accumulate

• WARM WATER NOZZLE with individually 
adjustable wand system (water temperature, 
spray strength and position); continuous- 
flow water heater for unlimited cleansing

• HEATED SEAT with adjustable temperature
• DEODORIZER: Air-cleaning filter
• Decalcification with decalcifying 

programme AND detachable nozzle
• Seat with soft-closing function
• Two user profile settings
• Different energy saving functionalities  

to conserve electricity

Operate functions using 
supplied remote control

Compatible with:
RP toilet (only for
WASHLET®)

Also available as auto 
flush version. 
In combination with TOTO‘s 
frame system and push 
plate, this model also 
also includes an auto-
matic flush feature.



WASHLET® SX EWATER+

The SX EWATER+ offers the same  
functionalities as the RX EWATER+, but  
in a different square shaped design:

• EWATER+ cleansing for the wand after 
every use

• PREMIST: Water mist onto the ceramic 
makes it more difficult for dirt and 
waste to accumulate

• WARM WATER NOZZLE with individually 
adjustable wand system (water temperature, 
spray strength and position); continuous- 
flow water heater for unlimited cleansing

• HEATED SEAT with adjustable temperature
• DEODORIZER: Air-cleaning filter
• Decalcification with decalcifying 

programme AND detachable nozzle
• Seat with soft-closing function
• Two user profile settings
• Different energy saving functionalities  

to conserve electricity

Operate functions using 
supplied remote control

Compatible with:
SP toilet (only for
WASHLET®)

Also available as auto 
flush version. 
In combination with TOTO‘s 
frame system and push 
plate, this model also 
also includes an auto-
matic flush feature.



* *

WASHLET® RG/RG Lite

This WASHLET® is available in the variants 
RG and RG Lite. The two versions are 
identical in design and simply differ in the 
extent of technologies. The RG Lite is  
available with hidden or side connections  
and can be combined with a wide range 
of TOTO WCs in the version with side 
connections. Technology details:

• EWATER+ cleansing for the wand after 
every use

• PREMIST: Water mist onto the ceramic 
makes it more difficult for dirt and 
waste to accumulate*

• WARM WATER NOZZLE with individually 
adjustable wand system (water temperature, 
spray strength and position); continuous- 
flow water heater for unlimited cleansing

• HEATED SEAT with adjustable temperature
• DEODORIZER: Air-cleaning filter*
• Decalcification with decalcifying 

programme AND detachable nozzle
• Seamless toilet seat
• Two user profile settings
• Different energy saving functionalities  

to conserve electricity

*only for the RG

Operate functions using 
supplied remote control

WASHLET® RG and
WASHLET® RG Lite with 
hidden connections
compatible with GP toilet 
(only for WASHLET®)

WASHLET® RG Lite with 
side connections 
compatible with: all RP, 
GP, NC and ES toilets



TOTO’s frame system makes it possible 
to add an automatic flush feature to 
selected and special WASHLET® models – 
for even greater comfort and hygiene 
thanks to less contact while using the toilet. 
 
The “auto flush“ version is available for 
four WASHLET® models. Together with 
the TOTO frame system and the corres-
ponding push plate, automatic flushing is 
then possible.  
 
The “auto flush“ versions are visually 
identical to the normal WASHLET® 
models and are available as: 
 
RW auto flush 
SW auto flush 
RX EWATER+ auto flush 
SX EWATER+ auto flush  
 
The “small” 3-litre flush is activated if the 
user has been seated for 6 to 30 se-
conds, and the “large” 4.5-litre flush for 
more than 30 seconds.
The automatic flush is not activated if the 
user sits for fewer than 6 seconds. 

Automatic  flush for selected 
WASHLET® models



To create a culture of  
comfortable, healthy living.

Since our founding,  
we have continuously

pursued innovations that  
offer greater wellness and  

comfort to daily life.

Honoring the trust 
that our customers

and society place in us, 
TOTO remains

dedicated to delivering 
products that

offer inclusive functionality 
and respect

for the environment.

We embrace these values 
every day to create 

a future that surpasses  
all expectations.





TORNADO FLUSH
Highly effective dual- or  
triple-jet toilet flush

CEFIONTECT
Special hygienic glaze for  
smooth ceramic surfaces

RIMLESS DESIGN
Rimless ceramic toilet bowls

WATER-SAVING
Technologies that save water

Our toilet bowl  
technologies
The standard in all TOTO toilet bowls –  
for unparalleled hygiene.





Objekte des Alltags. Geschaffen für ein 
neues Lebensgefühl.

Seit über 100 Jahren nutzt TOTO die 
Erkenntnisse aus Wissenschaft und fort-
schrittlicher Technologie, um Komfort und 
Wohlbefinden in die wichtigsten Lebens-
bereiche zu bringen.

Jenseits von reiner Ästhetik oder simplem 
Wohlbefinden, ist es unser erklärtes Ziel, 
aus alltäglichen Ritualen bereichernde
Erlebnisse zu kreieren. Und damit ein 
neues Lebensgefühl, für jeden zugänglich 
zu machen.

Durch die neuesten Erkenntnisse über 
Wohlbefinden und um die Effizienz von 
Materialien und die Wirkung des Wassers 
optimal zu nutzen, kreiert TOTO seine
Technologien, um zu verjüngen sowie zu 
regenerieren, von Stress zu befreien, die 
Umwelt zu schonen und die Gesundheit 
in jeder Lebensphase zu unterstützen.

Für Körper und Seele, mit dem täglichen 
Versprechen auf ein besseres Morgen.
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Headquarters
TOTO Europe GmbH
Zollhof 2
40221 Düsseldorf
Germany

teu.info@toto.com
eu.toto.com

TOTO Europe GmbH
140–142 St. John Street
London EC1V 4UA
United Kingdom

T +44 (0)207 831 7544
teu.london@toto.com

http://eu.toto.com/en

